DESKTOP
RECON
Building a Common Operating Picture

The volume and density of geospatial data is proliferating at an exponential rate due to the growing number of
satellites, drones, IoT devices, and other sensor networks, as well as advances in data science techniques. However, the
government’s ability to fully utilize those data has not kept pace with technology’s advancements. Despite the rapid
increase in geospatial data, the ability to easily fuse discrete data sources into a single Common Operating
Picture (COP) remains elusive.
Today, analysts individually query multiple data repositories to locate and access information they need. This can
take days or weeks, and at times, a thorough search for the correct or most up-to-date data is not feasible, leaving
intelligence and operational components reliant on old or incomplete data.
To overcome these challenges, Geosite has developed new methods of accessing, fusing, and surfacing
geospatial data to fundamentally advance the world of data management & analysis and to make geospatial
data more available to non-technical users. Geosite’s Desktop Recon application has the ability to pull data from
multiple sources (satellites, drones, IoT devices, etc.) for both human and machine analysis in a collaborative platform
where stakeholders can simultaneously contribute to a .
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All Your Data in One Location

“Geosite delivers relevant, decision-grade information to customer organizations via a userfriendly geospatial graphical user interface. Our applications allow customers to aggregate
data from different sources, remove redundancies and translate data for all users, across any
workflow. We take the core value provided by complex geospatial tools and make them user
friendly for enterprises to pick up with a minimal learning curve.”
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Geosite provides highresolution satellite imagery
from industry leading data
companies. Gives you
access to the best satellite
imagery in the world.

Distributed, interconnected
sensors increase data that
can be collected across
systems or operational
environments. Visualize live
GPS tracking and monitoring
data directly into Geosite.

Geosite is built for
everyone, not just for
those who have a
degree or experience
working with spatial
data. Quickly onboard
your entire team.
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Administrators have the
ability to set viewing and
editing privileges for each
user, creating a more
secure way to share data
across your company and
with contractors.

Upload the data and
imagery that you already
have (e.g. shape files, KMZ/
KML, or GeoJSON) into
Geosite’s platform. Simply
and easily visualize data
coming from other
organizations.

Update and manage your
projects from anywhere,
both online and offline.
Geosite makes it possible to
consolidate your changes
across various devices, even
with low connectivity.

CURRENT CONTRACT VEHICLES
Joint All-Domain Command & Control (JADC2) IDIQ | NASA SEWP (Carahsoft) | ITES-SW2 (Carahsoft)
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